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A graph is an intersection graph if it is possible to assign sets to its vertices so that adjacency 
corresponds exactly to nonempty intersection. If the sets assigned to vertices must belong to a 
pre-specified family, the resulting class of all possible intersection graphs is called an intersec- 
tion class. We characterize intersection classes. The main result is generalized for classes in 
which the assignment of sets to vertices must be one-to-one, as well as for classes of simplicial 
complexes arising as nerves of sets from a pre-specified family. 
Introduction 
Some classes of graphs are born with intersection representations; others have 
it thrust upon them. For example, interval graphs have always been defined to be 
the intersection graphs of real intervals. However, chordal graphs were first 
defined by non-intersection properties (no induced k-cycles with k 2 4) and only 
later shown to arise as the intersection graphs of subtrees of trees (see [2,3,6]). 
This paper shows how to answer the following type of question: Given a class of 
graphs, does there exist a collection of sets so that the family of intersection 
graphs of these sets is the given class? 
1. Preliminuries 
By a graph we mean a finite undirected graph without loops or multiple edges. 
We write v - w if vertices v and w are adjacent. Let 2 denote a collection of sets. 
A graph is said to have an intersection representation by sets in _C (or a Z- 
representation) if there exists a function f : V(G) --+ 2 with the property that for 
distinct vertices v and w we have f(v) n f(w) # 8 if and only if v - w. We call f the 
X-representation of the graph, G. Notice that f need not be one-to-one. The class 
of all graphs with Z-representations is denoted O(Z) and is called an intersection 
class. For example, if 2 = {[a, b]: a, b E R, a < b}, then n(X) is the class of interval 
graphs. 
We can now state the aim of this paper more clearly: Given a class of graphs, P, 
we give necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a family of 
non-empty sets, 2, so that P = a(Z). 
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2. Necessary conditions 
Let G be a graph. We say that H is an induced subgraph of G provided 
V(H) c V(G) and for vertices U, w E V(H) we have uw E E(H) if and only if 
z)w E E(G). We write H s G (or G 3 H) for convenience. A class of graphs, I’, is 
called monotone provided that whenever a graph is in P, then so are all its induced 
subgraphs. 
Proposition 1. If 2 is a family of sets and P = O(Z), then P is monotone. 
Proof. Let G E P = n(Z) and let H s G. Let f : V(G) -+ 2 be a .$-representation 
of G. Clearly f’ = f 1 V(H), the restriction of f to the vertices of H, is a 
Z-representation of H. 0 
Given a graph G we define an equivalence relation, =, on its vertices as 
follows: If v, w E V(G) then u = w if and only if either: 
(a) 2, = w, or 
(b) v - w and for any other vertex u we have u - v if and only if u - w. 
Let pG denote the graph G ‘reduced modulo =‘, that is, an induced subgraph 
of G formed by taking exactly one vertex per =-equivalence class. Since all such 
induced subgraphs are isomorphic, pG is well defined. If H is a graph with H 2 G 
and pH = pG then we say H arises from G by vertex expansion. The term was 
selected because of the following alternative definition: 
Consider the following operation on graphs: Given a graph G and v E V(G) we 
expand the vertex v by replacing v with new vertices {v,, v2, . . . , v,} so that vi - vi 
whenever i# j and w - v in the original graph if and only if w - vi, for all i, in the 
expanded graph. It follows that H is obtained from G by repeated iterations of 
this operation if and only if H arises from G by vertex expansion. See Fig. 1. If a 
H: 
Fig. 1. H arises from G by vertex expansion and pH = G. 
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class of graphs has the property that the vertex expansion of any of its members is 
again a member of the class, then the class is called closed under vertex expansion. 
Proposition 2. If Z is a family of nonempty sets and P = f2(2), then P is closed 
under vertex expansion. 
Proof. Let G EP= O(S) and suppose H arises from G by vertex expansion. 
Since pH= pG< G and since, by Proposition 1, P is montone, it follows that 
pH E P. Let f : pEZ +- X be a X-representation of $5 Now for each vi E V(pH), 
i=l,..., n, we have mi a 1 vertices in H which are =-equivalent to vi, {v;: 1s 
k Sm,}. Now II:-- VP in H if and only if vi - vj in PH. Define f’ : V(H) + 2 by 
f’(vp)=f(vi)_ Since the sets in 2 are non-empty it follows that f’ is a C- 
representation of H and therefore HE P. 0 
In proving the next necessary condition we need the following observation. 
Lemma 1. Let S be a family of sets and let P = O(Z). There exists a countable 
family 2’~ 2 such that P = LJ(IZ’). 
Proof. Since for any integer n there are only finitely many graphs with n vertices 
we may assume that P is countable, P = {G,, GZ, G3, . . .}. Let fi : V(G,) + 2 be a 
Z-representation of Gi. Let Zi=fi(V(Gi))=cfi( v : v E V(G,)}. Clearly pi is a finite ) 
subset of 2. Let Z’ = Z1 U 2& U 2, U - - * . Hence 2’ c &Z and 2’ is countable. 
Clearly n(Z’)c 0(.X). Moreover, if GE 0(Z), then G = Gi for some i, hence 
G E a(&) c fl(2’). Therefore a(X) c n(2). 0 
Let P be a family of graphs. We say that P has a composition series if there 
exists a countable collection of graphs G1 d G,s G,s * * * with Gi E P with the 
additional property that if G E P, then G s Gk for some k. 
Proposition 3. If 2 is a family of sets and P = O(X), then P has a composition 
series. 
Proof. By Lemma 1 we may assume that 2 is countable, 25 = {S,, Sz, S3, . . .}. We 
define for each positve integer k a graph Gk as follows: The graph Gk has k2 
vertices, {up: 1s is k, 1 =~p s k}. We let VP-- VP provided (p, i) # (q, j) and 
Si 17 Si # 8. Clearly fk : V(G,) + 2 by f(vy) = Si is a Z-representation of Gk. Also 
Gk_r s Gk since the vertices of Gk--l are {VP: 1 <p, i <k - 1) c V(G,) with the 
same adjacencies. Finally, let G be any graph in P. Let f: V(G) -+ 2 be a 
Z-representation of G. Put k, = IV(G)1 and k,= max{i: f(v) = Si, v E V(G)}. Put 
k = max {k,, kJ. One checks that G < Gk and therefore the Gk form the required 
composition series for P. Cl 
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The results in Propositions 1, 2 and 3 each give necessary conditions which a 
given class of graphs must satisfy in order to be an intersection class of non-empty 
sets. We show in the next section that these three conditions, taken together, are 
sufficient. 
3. Sufficient conditions 
The main result of this paper is the following: 
Theorem 1. Let P be a family of graphs. There exists a family of non-empty sets J8 
satisfying P = n(Z) if and only if the following conditions hold: 
(1) P is monotone, 
(2) P is closed under vertex expansion, and 
(3) P has a composition series. 
Proof. By Propositions 1, 2 and 3 we see that the three conditions are necessary. 
Suppose, conversely, that the three conditions hold for a class of graphs, P. Let 
G,<G,<G3<. . . be a composition series for P. Since P is monotone we can 
‘refine’ this composition series by including graphs ‘between’ Gi and Gi+,. We 
may therefore assume that IV(G,)l= i. Since Gi < Gi+, we may assume that 
V(Gi) = {V,, . . . ) Vi}. 
We now define sets, Si, which consist of ordered pairs of positive integers as 
follows: 
Si={(i,j): j>O}U{(j,i): O<j<i,vj-vi}. 
Note that in the second set in the definition of Si we need only check vertices in Gi 
for adjacency to vi. Let _I$ = {S,, &, S3, . . .}. We claim that P = n(X). 
Clearly fk : V(G,) + 2 by f(vi) = Si for 1-t -K ‘<k is a Z-representation of Gk, 
since, for i <j, we have Si tl Sj # P, iff Si II Sj = {(i, j)} iff vi - vi. 
Now if G E P we know by (3) that G < Gk for some k. Since Gk E n(Z) and 
since 0(z) is monotone, we have G E 0(X). Thus P c a(Z). 
Suppose G ~fl(Z). Then G has a Z-representation, f. Let X’=f(V(G)) = 
u(v): v E(G)}. Clearly 2” is a finite subset of 2 and we may write Z’= 
{SiI, . . . , S,}. Let G’ be a graph with n = 12’1 vertices, {wr, . . . , w,}, where w, - w, 
(p# q) if and only if S, rl S, # 8. Clearly f’ : V(G’) -+ 2 by f’(w,) = S, is a 
X-representation of G’. Notice that G’<G. Moreover, G arises from G’ by 
vertex expansion. This follows from the fact that G’ uses each (non-empty) set in 
2’ exactly once while G uses each set at least once. Notice further that if 
k = max{ir, . . . , i,} then G’s Gk. Thus by (1) G’ E P and therefore, by (2), G E P. 
Hence n(Z) = P. El 
The three conditions listed in Theorem 1 are logically independent. We 
illustrate this by giving three examples of classes of graphs which satisfy exactly 
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two of the three conditions in all ways. (We denote the disjoint union of graphs G 
and H by G+H.) 
Example 1. Let P = {K,, + K,,, : n, m > 0). Condition (1) fails since K, g K, + K1 E P 
but K1 is not in P. Conditions (2) and (3) are readily verified. 
Example 2. Let P be the class of graphs each of whose connected components is 
a path. It is easy to verify that condition (2) does not hold for this class while 
conditions (1) and (3) are true. 
Example 3. Let P be the class of all graphs which do not contain both C, and C, 
(4- and 5cycles) as induced subgraphs. Suppose P had a composition series, 
G,<G,4G3<.... Since Cqe P we know that C,< Gk, for some kl. Likewise, 
C, < Gk, for some k,. Let k = max{k,, kJ. It follows that C4d Gk and C, s Gk 
with Gk E P, which is a contradiction. Hence condition (3) does not hold for P. 
Condition (2) is easy to verify once one notes that a graph G contains an induced 
k-cycle with k 2 4 if and only if pG contains an induced k-cycle. Condition (1) is 
immediate. 
Example 4 (Perfect Graphs). Let w(G) denote the number of vertices of the 
largest clique in a graph G and let x(G) denote the chromatic number of G. A 
graph, G, is said to be perfect if for all H=s G we have o(H) = x(H). It is 
immediate that the class of perfect graphs is monotone. That this class is closed 
under vertex expansion can be readily deduced from [I]. To show the existence of 
a composition series we note that the disjoint union of perfect graphs is perfect 
and apply the following result: 
Lemma 2. If P is a class of graphs closed under disjoint union, then P has a 
composition series. 
Proof. For each positive integer k, let Pk = {G E P: )V(G)( d k}. Clearly Pk is 
finite. Let Gk be the disjoint union of all the graphs in Pk. It is immediate that 
G,<G,=zG,<... is a composition series for P. 0 
It follows that the class of perfect graphs is an intersection class. Indeed, the 
following is true [4]: Perfect graphs are exactly the line graphs of ‘normal’ 
hypergraphs. 
4. Injective intersection classes 
In the previous sections we have allowed intersection representations of graphs 
not to be one-to-one. If we require f : V(G) --, _S to be an injection, then we say 
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that G has an injective 
have: 
(a) f(v) # f(w), and 
(b) v - w if and only if f(v) nf(w) # $3. 
Let n,(Z) denote the class of all graphs with 
such classes injective intersection classes. The 
tive intersection classes: 
injective Z-representations. We call 
following result characterizes injec- 
Theorem 2. Let P be a class of graphs. There exists a family of sets .% with 
P = L!,(Z) if and only if the following conditions hold: 
(1’) P is monotone, and 
(3’) P has a composition series. 
Proof. The necessity of (1’) and (3’) follow easily by ‘injective analogs’ of 
Propositions 1 and 3. 
Suppose P satisfies (1’) and (3’). Define sets Sk exactly as in the proof of 
Theorem 1. Recall that we showed that for j < i that either Si rl Si = 9 with vi and 
vi not adjacent, or else Si rl Si = {(j, i)} with vi-vi. Thus fk : V(G,) + Z by 
f (Vi) = Sj is an injection and a Z-representation of Gk. 
Let G E P. Then G < Gk for some k. Since Gk E n,(Z) it follows that G E n,(Z). 
Thus P c n,(s). Conversely, suppose G E o,(x). Let f : V(G) -+ 2 be an injective 
s-representation of G and let k = max{i: f(v) = St, v E V(G)}. Clearly G s Gk and 
since P is monotone. G E P. Thus L!,(Z) c P. 0 
Corollary 1. Every intersection 
conversely. 
class is an injective intersection class, but not 
Proof. Since conditions (1’) and (3’) are satisfied for intersection classes, they are 
injective intersection classes as well. Example 2 shows that the converse does not 
hold. q 
Notice that this corollary does not state that n(Z) = 0,(C). For example, 
2 = {A} where A is any non-empty set, implies that 0(s) = {K,,: it > 0) but 
n,(Z) = {K,}. In general n(Z) I> Q,(Z). Equality can hold as in the case when Z is 
the family of all real intervals. 
Example 5 (Line graphs). It is immediate that the class of all line graphs of graphs 
is an injective intersection class. This class does not satisfy condition (2) of 
Theorem 1: Let G be the graph shown in Fig. 2. G is not a line graph, but 
pG = C,= L(C,). Thus the class of line graphs is not closed under vertex 
expansion and therefore is not an ‘ordinary’ intersection class. 
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Fig. 2. 
5. NeNeS 
In this section we generalize the results of the previous section by investigating 
a concept analogous to that of intersection graphs for simplicial complexes. By a 
simplicial complex we mean a pair of finite sets K = (V, E) with E c 2” -{8} 
satisfying 
(a) if u E V, then {v} E E, and 
(b) if e E E and fl# e’ c e, then e’ E E. 
The elements of the set V = V(K) are called the vertices and the elements of the 
set E = E(K) are called the edges or simplicies of the simplicial complex K. 
Let _E be a family of non-empty sets. We say that a simplicial complex K has a 
representation as a nerve of sets in 2 provided there exists an injection f : V(K) + 
2 with the property 
1% . . . , V,}E E(K) if and only if f(q) n * * . nf(q) # 8. 
If 2 = fWO-0 = W > 2, : 21 E V(K)} then we say that K is the nerue of 2’ and we 
write K = n(2). Finally, the class of all simplicial complexes with nerve represen- 
tations in Z: is denoted N(Z), that is, 
N(Z) = {n(Z’): 2’ c 2, 2’ finite.}. 
We call such classes nerve classes. Our objective is to characterize nerve classes. 
Let K and L be simplicial complexes. We say that K is an induced subcomplex 
of L, and we write K s L, provided V(K) = V(L) and for $4 # e = V(K) we have 
e E E(K) if and only if e E E(L). A family of simplicial complexes, P, is called 
monotone if it has the property that whenever a simplicial complex is in P, then all 
of its induced subcomplexes are in P as well. 
If P is a family of simplicial complexes we say that P has a composition series 
provided there exist complexes K1 s K2s K, =S ** * with each Ki E P with the 
additional property that if K is any complex in P then K =G Ki for some i. The 
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notions of monotonicity and composition series are clearly generalizations of the 
corresponding concepts for graphs. Indeed the definitions are the same if we 
restrict our attention to ‘one-dimensional’ simplicial complexes (maximum edge 
cardinality 2). 
Theorem 3. Let P be a class of simplicial complexes. There exists a family of sets c 
with the property P = N(X) if and only if the following conditions hold: 
(1”) P is monotone, and 
(3”) P has a composition series. 
Proof. The verification of the necessity of (1”) and (3”) is routine. Suppose P 
satisfies these two conditions. We may assume that P has a composition series 
K,<K,aK,<. . . with IV(K,)( = k. We may further assume that V(K,) = 
{Ul>. ., vk}. Let Z+ denote the set of positive integers. We now define sets Si 
whose elements will be finite subsets of Z’. Let 
Si = {A c Z+: i E A and {ui: j E A}E E(K,) for some k}. 
Let J5 = {S,, &, S3, . . .}. We claim that P = N(X). This will be immediate once we 
verify that Kk = n({S,, . . . , Sk}). Let f(q) = Si for i = 1, . . . , k. Let {uil, . . . , q} be 
an edge of Kk. It follows at once that {iI, . . . , ip} E Si, rl. . . n Sip. Conversely, if 
AESi,n*- . fl S,, then, because we know A E Sj implies j E A, it follows that 
A 2 {iI, . . . , ip} and therefore {vi,, . . . , q} is an edge of Kk. Hence Kk = 
n({S 1, . . . 7 SIC)). 
Now if K E P we know by (3”) that KIK, E N(Z) and therefore KEN(X). 
Thus P c N(2). Conversely, if KEN(Z), then K = n({Sj,, . . . , S,,}). Let k = 
max(i,, . . . , j,}. It follows that K < n({S,, . . . , S,}) = Kk E P. Thus by (1”) we know 
that KEP, hence N(X)cP. Cl 
The proofs of all three characterization theorems are constructive in nature; 
however, this last proof is ‘less constructive’ than the other two. In the proofs of 
Theorems 1 and 2 the sets Si can be constructed just by knowing the graphs 
G1, . . . , Gi. However, to construct an Si in the proof of Theorem 3 we needed an 
‘infinite amount of information’; we required ‘knowledge’ of the entire class P. 
This can be avoided if we define the sets Si so that )Si, n. . . n SiD I= 0 or 00. Then 
when a new Sj is defined we make sure that when Sj must meet Si, n. . . fl S&, that 
bothSjn(Si,n...nS,)and(Si,n.. . n S,,) - Sj are infinite. This will always allow 
for enough flexibility so that as the next Kk is examined we can form exactly 
whatever edges we wish. Such a proof, in which each Sk is defined only in terms of 
K1,. . . , Kk is therefore possible, but would be quite tedious. 
We now present an alternative characterization of nerve classes in which we 
allow our simplicial complexes to be infinite. A countable simplicial complex is 
one in which the vertex set is countable. 
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Corollary 2. A class P of simplicial complexes is a nerve class if and only if there 
exists a countable simplicial complex, L, such that 
P = {K: K G L, K a finite simplicial complex}. 
Proof. Let P be a nerve class, P = N(Z) for some collection, 2, of nonempty sets. 
As we have seen, we may assume that S is countable. Let L = n(X), i.e., L is the 
nerve of the countable collection 2, a countable simplicial complex. It is easy to 
check that P ={K: K sL, K finite}. 
Conversely, let P = {K: K s L, K finite} for some countable simplicial complex, 
L. If K E P and K’ s K then since K S L, we have K’ G L and K’ E P, Hence P is 
monotone. 
Let V(L) = {v,, u2, u3, . . .}. Let Kk be the (finite) induced subcomplex of L on 
vertices {ut, . . . , Q}. Clearly K,s K,<K, G * . . and if K E P then for k = 
max{k: vk E V(K)} we have K =S Kk. Thus the Ki form a composition series and by 
Theorem 3 we see that P is a nerve class. •1 
A similar corollary can be proved for Theorem 2 involving infinite graphs. 
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